Sophia Shishatskaya
English, French>Russian translator and interpreter
Address: 19-126, Akademgorodok, Krasnoyarsk, Russia, 660036
Contacts: tel. +79232716161 (mobile)
e-mail: shishatskaya@gmail.com, skype: zosya_s
http://www.proz.com/translator/1083820 

Personal information:
Date of birth: June 24, 1980
Citizenship: Russia

Education:
2002 – Siberian Federal University (former Krasnoyarsk State University), Faculty of Modern Foreign Languages, English-Chinese Department; French as the third language; MA in Linguistics and Translation, Diploma with Honors

Specialization: English > Russian, French > Russian
Tourism, Cosmetics, Cooking, Marketing, Games, Biophysics, Aviation and Space

Membership in professional organizations: Union of Translators of Russia (UTR); Proz Certified Pro

Professional Experience:

Professional translator since 2002. Being a part-time translator in the Institute of Biophysics, I specialize in such areas as: agricultural studies; application of biodegradable polymers in reconstructive surgery; development of bioregenerative life support system BIOS-3; aquatic ecology and chemical communication in aquatic ecosystems; bioluminescence studies.

As a freelancer, I’m most active in the tourism, culinary, marketing, cosmetics and games sectors. I work with a number of translation agencies and direct clients. I also do volunteer translations for the following organizations:

Translators without Borders – translation for such projects as FAIRstart, Partners in Health (PIH)
FutureActually - English-Russian translation of magazine articles, training materials etc.

A keen reader, I try my prentice hand at literary translation, and I regularly participate in seminars for translators of literature (2010-2012 seminars for young writers and translators in Moscow). My strength lies in my ability to provide flowing Russian texts translating the message rather than providing a literal translation.

Here are some of the recent projects I’ve worked on as a translator:

Localization of a French diet website (culinary, health, 100,000+ words)
Smart Globe Project (localization of an interactive encyclopedia for kids, 100,000+ words)
Explore Montenegro website (5,700 words)
Anne-Sophie Pic & Beau Rivage Palace (tourism, culinary, 3,800 words)
STRONG/MDI Screen Systems (marketing, 2,300 words)

As an interpreter:

Aviation field: Interpreter at the Krasnoyarsk Economic Forum-2013 (accompanying Mr. József Váradi, CEO of Wizz Air)
Space field: Interpreter for the making of the documentary “Bringing Life to Space” (Express TV)
Biotechnology field: Interpreter for the lectures of Professor Hasirci at the Siberian Federal University

Daily capacity:
English & French – 1500 words (up to 2000 words for rush projects)

Computer skills:
Advanced user; applications: MS Office, Adobe Acrobat, Power Point, SDL Trados Studio 2014, Déjà Vu X, Wordfast Pro, MemoQ 2014.

For references please see my Proz.com WWA (willingness to work again) page: http://www.proz.com/wwa/1083820" http://www.proz.com/wwa/1083820   

